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The complex polymerization dynamics of the micro-
tubule (MT) plus end are closely linked to the hydro-
lysis of the GTP nucleotide bound to the b-tubulin.
The destabilization is thought to be associated with
the conformational change of the tubulin dimers
from the straight conformation in the MT lattice to
a curved conformation. It remains under debate
whether this transformation is directly related to the
nucleotide state, or a consequence of the longitu-
dinal or lateral contacts in the MT lattice. Here, we
present large-scale atomistic simulations of short
tubulin protofilaments with both nucleotide states,
starting from both extreme conformations. Our simu-
lations indicate that both interdimer and intradimer
contacts in both GDP and GTP-bound tubulin dimers
and protofilaments in solution bend. There are no
observable differences between the mesoscopic
properties of the contacts in GTP and GDP-bound
tubulin or the intradime and interdimer interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Microtubules (MTs) are rigid cylindrical filaments assembled
from ab-tubulin heterodimers. These heteropolymers form one
of the key components of the cytoskeleton, and are involved in
trafficking, structural support, and cytokinesis (Hyams and
Lloyd, 1993). Their functionality is closely linked to the complex
polymerization dynamics at the MT plus end (with the b-tubulin
exposed) that switch between phases of growth and rapid
disassembly (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984). This so-called
‘‘dynamic instability’’ is controlled by the hydrolysis of GTP in
b-tubulin upon polymerization (Howard and Hyman, 2003).
Although vitally is important, the underlying molecular mecha-
nism leading to the dynamic instability is not well understood.
GTP hydrolysis is required for dynamic MTs, and caps of GTP-
bound tubulin stabilizing the MT plus end have been observed
experimentally both in vitro (Drechsel and Kirschner, 1994;
Caplow and Shanks, 1996; Desai and Mitchison, 1997) and
in vivo (Dimitrov et al., 2008). When these caps are hydrolyzed,
rapid depolymerization takes place.
Explanations for the role of GTP hydrolysis in the polymeriza-
tion dynamics are based on the two available crystal structures
for the tubulin dimer. One of these structures is a straight confor-
mation obtained from electron crystallography of taxol-stabi-Structure 19,lized, zinc-induced tubulin sheets (Nogales et al., 1998; Lo¨we
et al., 2001); the other is in a curved conformation bound to
a fragment of the stathmin homolog RB3 and colchicine (Gigant
et al., 2000; Ravelli et al., 2004). It is assumed that the straight
conformation is very similar to that in the MT lattice, and an esti-
mate for the conformation and contacts in the MT was obtained
by docking the atomistic structure of the straight conformation
into a lower resolution (8 A˚) image (Li et al., 2002).
These structures have led to two opposing models for
a possible mechanism by which GTP promotes polymerization
and GTP hydrolysis leads to disassembly. The allosteric model
(Wang and Nogales, 2005; Nogales and Wang, 2006) postulates
that GTP-bound ab-tubulin has a substantially straighter confor-
mation than the curved GDP-tubulin and would, therefore, be
more easily integrated in the straightMT lattice. The latticemodel
(Buey et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2008), on the other hand, predicts
that both conformations are bent, and the conformational
change is a consequence of integration into the lattice structure,
rather than the cause. The role of the nucleotide in this model is
to alter the strength of the lateral contacts. The essential differ-
ence between these two models is the unconstrained conforma-
tion of GTP-bound tubulin dimers and protofilaments in solution.
Whereas the allosteric model predicts a straight, or straighter,
conformation than that of GDP-bound tubulin, the lattice model
postulates a similar curvature for both nucleotide states.
Experimental evidence exists for both models but is indirect,
so that the question remains unresolved. MT ends grow in
sheet-like assemblies but disassemble in ringlike structures
(Chre´tien et al., 1995; Arnal et al., 2000) that can be stabilized
by a number of agents (Nogales et al., 2003; Wang and Nogales,
2005; Elie-Caille et al., 2007). In these structures the curvature of
tubulin bound to GMPCPP, a nonhydrolyzable GTP analog, was
found to be somewhat smaller than that in GDP-bound tubulin, in
agreement with the allosteric model. Support for the lattice
model stems from crystal structures of g-tubulin (Aldaz et al.,
2005; Rice et al., 2008) as well as several more distantly related
bacterial tubulin homologs (Gigant et al., 2005; Schlieper et al.,
2005; Oliva et al., 2007), which all showed a curved conformation
of theGTP-bound proteins. Solution experiments further support
this model (Manuel Andreu et al., 1989; Shearwin and Timasheff,
1994; Rice et al., 2008).
Because this evidence is either indirect or involves external
influences such as destabilizing agents or large protein assem-
blies imposing geometric constraints that may affect the intrinsic
bending of the dimer, both models remain under debate.
Recent experiments on the size distribution of tubulin oligo-
mers suggest that the majority of tubulin dimers in solution exist
as short protofilaments with no discernable difference between
GTP-bound and GDP-bound protofilaments (Mozziconacci409–417, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 409
Figure 1. Tubulin Conformations
(A) Molecular model together with the cg representation where each monomer
is represented by a bead at its center of mass.
(B andC) Snapshots of theMD trajectories. GDP-bound tubulin (red) and GTP-
bound tubulin (green) protofilaments are shown together with the 1JFF (gray)
and RB3 (black) crystal structures.
(B) Trajectories starting from the straight conformation.
(C) Trajectories starting from the curved structure.
(D) The distribution of curvatures from the last 20 ns of the trajectories.
(E) Superimposed b-monomers from the straight (light blue) and curved (dark
blue) crystal structures, together with a simulation snapshot of a trajectory
starting from the straight structure (yellow, red) seen from the top (left) and
side (right). The structures were superimposed by fitting the terminal domains.
In the simulation snapshots the intermediate domain (red) has shifted, to agree
well with the curved structure.
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Intrinsic Bending of Microtubule Protofilamentset al., 2008). The GTP analog GMPCPP, on the other hand, did
change the longitudinal contacts, suggesting that GMPCPP-
bound tubulin may not be an optimal model for GTP-bound
tubulin.
Computational studies may help to shed light on the question
of GTP-bound protofilaments in solution because they require no
external factors. Instead, simulations are limited by the small
length and timescales they can sample and have to rely on the
accuracy of the underlying force field. Thus, the large size and
long timescale dynamics of tubulin aggregates present a
challenge for atomistic simulations. Various simplified models
have helped to understand properties of tubulin and MTs
(Deriu et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2001; Keskin et al., 2002;
VanBuren et al., 2002, 2005; Sept et al., 2003; Tuszynski et al.,
2005; Drabik et al., 2007; Dima and Joshi, 2008; Jiang et al.,
2008; Neek-Amal et al., 2008), and identify binding sites (Mitra
and Sept, 2004, 2006; Morrissette et al., 2004) and conforma-
tions of the termini (Luchko et al., 2008). All-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of single tubulin dimers have sug-
gested an intrinsic bending of the dimers for both nucleotides,
with different angle and direction for GTP and GDP (Gebremi-
chael et al., 2008). A second simulation study observed bending
in a different direction and further concluded that dimer flexibility
may play a more important role than the actual bending angle
(Bennett et al., 2009). Further MD simulations using small pieces
of the MT lattice have investigated the effects of taxol binding
(Mitra and Sept, 2008) and the elastic properties of tubulin in
the MT lattice (Sept and MacKintosh, 2010; Wells and Aksimen-
tiev, 2010).
Here, we present atomistic MD simulations of short protofila-
ments in atomistic resolution. Such aggregates are likely to
form (Mozziconacci et al., 2008) andmake it possible to compare
conformations of intradimer and interdimer contacts. Simula-
tions are started from both the straight structure, which is often
associated with theGTP-bound state, and the curved RB3 struc-
ture to eliminate initial state effects. The results suggest that both
GDP and GTP-bound tubulin filaments in solution have a very
similar curved conformation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Filament Conformations
Large-scale properties that are comparable to experimentally
accessible properties can be analyzed by treating the filaments
as stiff polymers, where each monomer is represented by
a bead at its center of mass, as illustrated in Figure 1A.
Observing the trajectories at this scale, we find that after
20–50 ns the straight protofilaments start to assume clearly
curved conformations. Several of the final snapshots shown in
Figure 1B are as strongly bent as the curved RB3-SLD structure,
albeit in a somewhat different direction from that seen in the
structure. The snapshots of the curved protofilaments shown
in Figure 1C have similar curvatures. However, several bend in
different directions and have a ‘‘twisted’’ appearance. In some
trajectories the curvature is almost in the opposite direction.
A more detailed look at the atomistic structure shows that this
heterogeneity is due to the interdimer contacts in the stathmin-
bound structure, which have a less-stable conformation, as will
be discussed later.410 Structure 19, 409–417, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All righInspection of the distribution of the radius of curvature seen in
the last 20 ns of the simulations, shown in Figure 1D, reveals that
simulations starting from the curved conformation for both
nucleotides as well as the GTP-bound filaments starting fromts reserved
Figure 2. Intrinsic Coordinates
(A) The direction vectors (v) associated with the RB3 structure (yellow, red) and
the 1JFF structure (gray) form a bending angle (q). The axis of rotation is
marked by the green arrow, and the tangent to the microtubule wall is in black.
(B) Vectors perpendicular to v in the upper monomer (light blue) and lower
monomer (blue) define the twist angle (f).
Figure 3. Example Trajectories
Example trajectories for the contact angle (q) and contact area (A) for inter-
dimer (blue) and intradimer (red, yellow) contacts in straight filaments. The cor-
responding angles in the two crystal structures are indicated by the horizontal
lines.
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Intrinsic Bending of Microtubule Protofilamentsthe straight conformation all have maxima at a radius of
20–23 nm. This value is in excellent agreement with the curvature
of GDP-bound protofilaments observed in Elie-Caille et al.
(2007). The distributions of the curved trajectories have an addi-
tional maximum at a radius of14 nm that is associated with the
strongly kinked filaments. The long tail in the distribution of GTP-
bound tubulin and the peak at lower curvature in the GDP-bound
straight trajectories suggest that not all trajectories may be
completely converged. Nonetheless, the accumulation at the
experimentally measured value is encouraging. Unlike the
GMPCPP-bound tubulin, the GTP-bound tubulin in these
simulations favors the same curvature as the GDP-bound
protofilaments.
Figure 1E shows snapshots from a straight filament simulation
in a more detailed representation, superimposed onto the two
crystal structures. In these snapshots the intermediate domain
has shifted relative to the two terminal domains, to a conforma-
tion very similar to the curved structure. Such a shift is observed
to some degree in all simulated monomers. This indicates that
this is the relaxed monomer conformation when there are no
lateral contacts. The presence of GTP alone is insufficient to
‘‘lock’’ the central helix in its straight conformation in these
simulations. Such superimposed snapshots further show some
flexibility in the contact regions.
Intermonomer Contacts
In simulations it is possible to quantify the bending at each
monomer-monomer interface and to distinguish between inter-
dimer and intradimer contacts. Representing each tubulinmono-
mer by an intrinsic coordinate frame, as illustrated in Figure 2,
lets us calculate the bending angle (q), the direction of the
bending axis represented by its angle (a) with the MT wall, and
the twist (f) of the monomer around its z axis for each contact.
The trajectories of each contact angle can be tracked individu-
ally. Because there are five trajectories for each filament or dimer
type, and each filament contains three intradimer and twoStructure 19,interdimer angles, a total number of 110 contact trajectories
have been analyzed.
Figure 3A shows three example trajectories of the bending
angle (q). The intradimer and interdimer contact angles in the
RB3-SLD crystal structure are q = 9.2 and q = 12.6, respectively.
These values are marked in Figure 3. All three example trajecto-
ries reach bending angles comparable to or larger than these.
There appear to be discrete steps in the trajectories, i.e., q
fluctuates about a constant angle for a comparatively long time
(20 ns), then rapidly changes to a different value, where it
remains constant again. Such transitions occur in both direc-
tions, i.e., increasing or decreasing the bending angle. The
same is seen in the originally curved trajectories, where contact
angles can occasionally straighten. The observation of transi-
tions in both directions suggests that the straighter and more
bent conformations of the contacts must be close together in
energy, and separated only by small energy barriers. However,
the probability of increasing q is much greater than of q
decreasing, indicating a curved lowest energy state.409–417, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 411
Figure 4. Distributions of the Bending Angles from
the Last 20 ns
(A) Intradimer contacts for GDP-bound tubulin.
(B) Intradimer contacts for GTP-bound tubulin.
(C) Interdimer contacts for GDP-bound filaments.
(D) Interdimer contacts for GTP-bound filaments.
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Intrinsic Bending of Microtubule ProtofilamentsThis is also reflected in the distributions of the bending angles
from the last 20 ns shown in Figure 4. The distributions for the
intradimer angles (Figures 4A and 4B) show that contacts in
the straight protofilaments, both GDP and GTP bound, reach
angles up to 15, i.e., angles as large or larger than the q = 9.2
seen in the crystal structure. The distributions for the GDP-
bound tubulins show a good agreement between the straight
and curved filaments, with the highest probability in the straight
filaments reaching q = 12. Similarly, the three angle distributions
for the GTP-bound tubulins all show a high probability between
10 and 15. The probability maximum for the straight protofila-
ments coincides with a second peak of the curved filaments
between 5 and 10, whereas several of the initially curved
dimers have straightened to q < 5.
The angle in the interdimer contact in the curved crystal struc-
ture is, at q = 12.6, slightly larger than the intradimer angle. In the
corresponding angle distributions, shown in Figures 4C and 4D,
the interdimer angles from the straight trajectories reach values
between 5 and 10. The distributions in the curved trajectories
have become very wide and are roughly divided into two parts,
one with angles between 5 and 15 similar to the straight fila-
ments, and one with large angles between 20 and 35, which
is twice their original value.
The average twist angles (f) in the intradimer contacts are 3.7
and 3.8 for GDP and GTP-bound filaments, and those for the
interdimer contacts are 4.9 and 3.9, respectively. These lie
between the corresponding angles f = 6.3 and f = 1.7 in the412 Structure 19, 409–417, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedcrystal structure. The difference between the in-
tradimer and interdimer contacts in the struc-
ture disappears in the simulations.
Together with the bending angles, the
bending axis (a), represented by the green
arrow in Figure 2A, and the angle (a) between
a and the MT wall are calculated. In a straight
configuration there are bending fluctuations in
all directions, and thus, a fluctuates widely.
When q increases, the bending direction
becomes well defined, and a fluctuates within
a narrow range. Once a contact has started to
bend in a specific direction, direction changes
are very slow. This is apparent in the example
trajectory drawn in red in Figure 5B, where one
dimer initially bends in the opposite direction.
After approximately 30 ns the direction begins
to change, and over the course of the 100-ns
simulation, a slowly rotates by almost 180 but
does not quite reach the same a as the other
trajectories.
Distributions for the values of a for intradimer
and interdimer contacts at the end of the trajec-tories are shown in Figures 5C and 5D, respectively. Again, for
the intradimer contacts the distributions of all four filament types
agree well, with a preferred value of a = 70–75, so that the
direction of bending is outward, almost tangential to the MT
wall. This is not very far from a = 43, as seen in the intradimer
contacts in the curved structure. As for the bending angles, the
interdimer contacts are less well converged. In the curved fila-
ments, a is biased toward the value in the starting structure. In
addition the directions a 250–270 appear more frequently
in the curved filaments. This is the opposite direction from the
a in the intradimer contacts and leads to the ‘‘kinked’’ bending
shapes seen in Figure 1. The same contacts have much larger
bending angles (q > 22) and very large f angle fluctuations.
Comparing the results to the two previous atomistic MD
studies of tubulin dimers (Gebremichael et al., 2008; Bennett
et al., 2009), the present statistics can explain the differences
in their observations. In both studies simulations started from
a straight dimer structure, and the length of the simulations
was 20 ns or less. The statistics observed here indicate that
larger changes in bending angle and direction often take place
on timescales of 50 ns and longer and can appear stepwise so
that properties such as the rmsd would appear stable. Because
the simulations started from a straight structure, the bending
direction will initially fluctuate strongly. Although the bending
direction described by Bennett et al. (2009) is very similar to
the directions observed here, the dimers in Gebremichael et al.
(2008) initially bend in the opposite direction. Because direction
Figure 5. The Bending Directions
(A) The direction of the bending axis in the systems
together with the tangent to the MT wall. This illustrates
the angle a between the MT wall and the bending axis.
(B) Three example trajectories of a converging toward the
same value, even though one of them (red) initially started
bending in the opposite direction.
(C) and (D) show distributions of a from the last 20 ns
for the intradimer contacts and the interdimer contacts,
respectively.
Table 1. Bending Stiffness
kq [kBT]
(intradimer)
kq [kBT]
(interdimer)
kf [kBT]
(intradimer)
kf [kBT]
(interdimer)
GDP, straight 740 ± 230 820 ± 300 1050 ± 350 1230 ± 550
GTP, straight 750 ±200 840 ± 240 1300 ± 400 1390 ± 400
GDP, curved 640 ± 210 410 ± 290 1230 ± 500 600 ± 320
GTP, curved 740 ± 230 570 ± 170 1120 ± 480 970 ± 490
The average force constants kq and kf obtained from the equipartition
relation (see Results and Discussion). The quoted errors are one standard
deviation.
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Intrinsic Bending of Microtubule Protofilamentschanges can be very slow once the dimer has bent, no change
was observed in the relatively short simulations. Similarly, the
conclusion that bending is less important than flexibility might
be drawn from angles that are still small enough to have large
direction fluctuations.
From the observed angles and their fluctuations, the harmonic
force constants for bending and twisting the protofilament were
calculated using equipartition:
hEbendi= kBT
2
=
1
2
kq
D
ðq q0Þ2
E
hEtwisti= kBT
2
=
1
2
kf
D
ðf f0Þ2
E ;
where q0 and f0 are the average values of q and f. To avoid large
errors and unphysical average values introduced by the large
changes, the last 20 ns with constant values of q, f, and
a were used. The average force constants obtained are shown
in Table 1. The stiffness of the intradimer contacts agrees well
for all filament types. The stiffness of the interdimer contacts in
the straight filaments is similar though slightly larger, whereas
the interdimer contacts in the curved filaments have become
softer by almost a factor of two. If the protofilament is modeled
as a continuous elastic rod, the average of intradimer and inter-
dimer contacts correspond to a Young’s modulus E = 0:81 GPa
for the straight filaments, and E = 0:63 GPa for the curved fila-
ments due to the softer interdimer contacts. The corresponding
persistence lengths Lp =EI=kBT are 6.75 and 5.6 mm, respec-
tively. Comparison of the Young’s modulus to experimental
(Venier et al., 1994; Mickey and Howard, 1995; Felgner et al.,
1996; de Pablo et al., 2003; Needleman et al., 2005; Kikumoto
et al., 2006; Kawaguchi et al., 2008) and simulation (Deriu
et al., 2010; VanBuren et al., 2005; Sept and MacKintosh,Structure 19, 409–417, March 92010; Wells and Aksimentiev, 2010) results
shows that this estimate is well within the range
of experimental values and agrees well with
the results of Deriu et al. (2010) and Wells and
Aksimentiev (2010). The difference by approxi-
mately a factor two with the estimate by Sept
and MacKintosh (2010) may be due to the
geometric approximations necessary in both
cases or to the restriction in possible bending
directions in the lattice.
The elastic energy stored in the MT lattice
per contact estimated using these elastic
constants would lie between 4 kBT for 5

angles and 25 kBT for 14
 angles. However, it
is clear that an elastic approximation is onlyvalid close to the minimum. Larger angle changes are associ-
ated with formation or breaking of contacts and cannot be
described as elastic. Because GDP-bound tubulin can exist in
the MT lattice, and here, changes between different bending
angles are observed even on the short timescale of an atomistic
simulation, the energy difference between the states cannot
be large. Thus, the harmonic approximation will break down
close to the minimum. Therefore, the energy stored in the lattice
structure will be determined by the relative depth of the
different local minima and may be much smaller than the elastic
estimate.
Contact Area and Structure
The example trajectories of the contact area (A) shown in Fig-
ure 3B all decrease from 3000 A˚2 to approximately 2000 A˚2
during the 120-ns trajectories, which agreeswell with the contact
area in the RB3 structure. Although, on average the contact
areas of the straight trajectory contacts remain slightly larger
than those in the curved trajectories, large parts of the, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 413
Figure 6. Contact Residues at the Atomistic Scale
(A) Comparison of the residues involved in intradimer
contacts from the last 20 ns of all straight and curved
filament simulations. The histograms show the percentage
that each residue is in contact with the adjacent monomer.
The bar above the histograms indicates which contacts
are present in the two crystal structures.
(B) Cartoon representation of a snapshot from a straight
trajectory. The initial state is shown transparent. The resi-
dues that form intermonomer contacts are shown in yellow
and orange.
(C) An interdimer contact from a curved trajectory in the
same representation.
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Intrinsic Bending of Microtubule Protofilamentsdistributions overlap. In the curved trajectories the interdimer
angles that have stood out for their large values and opposite
bending direction also have a much lower area of only around
500 A˚2 compared with approximately 1500–2500 A˚2 for a typical
contact.
To obtain a clearer picture, individual amino acid contacts
have been analyzed. Due to the angle of the contact, the
curved 1SA0 structure has fewer contacts in the H2 and H6
regions. In the contact histograms from the last 20 ns of the
simulations, shown in Figure 6A, the number of contacts in
the straight trajectories has decreased, in agreement with
the differences between the two structures but less exten-
sively. At the same time, contacts between the corresponding
amino acids in the curved trajectories have formed. This
agreement between the two starting structures suggests that
the differences to the two structures are not due to insufficient
sampling time but represent the most favorable contact
conformation. Considering the properties of the two crystal
structures, it is not altogether surprising that the simulations
do not converge to either one but rather to an intermediate.
The first structure is straight, whereas experiments observe414 Structure 19, 409–417, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedsingle protofilaments to be curved. The
second, curved structure has a very large
helical pitch, whereas in most experiments,
flat rings or tubes with a much smaller pitch
are seen. It is plausible that the stathmin-like
protein domain present in the structure influ-
ences the contact conformation.
The residue contacts formed in GTP and
GDP-bound protofilaments are nearly identical.
The only difference is observed in the contacts
at the interdimer interface involving the
b nucleotide and residue GLU 254, which is
part of helix H8. In the 1JFF trajectories this
contact, which exists in the 1JFF but not the
RB3 structure, disappears in three cases for
GDP-bound tubulin, but never in GTP-bound
tubulin. In the RB3 trajectories this contact
forms in four cases for GDP bound and eight
cases for the GTP-bound tubulin. However,
the stability of this contact does not appear to
have any effect on the larger-scale properties
of the interfaces described above, such as
contact angles.In contrast to this convergence, the interdimer contacts, which
have stood out with large bending angles in the opposite direc-
tion, large twist angles, and very small contact areas, form no
additional contacts. Instead, in the example in Figure 6C, all
contacts disappear except for a small cluster between the N
loop and helix H10. It appears that the interdimer contacts in
the RB3-SLD structure can almost completely fall apart within
the time span of an atomistic simulation.Muchmore stable longi-
tudinal contacts in tubulin protofilaments and much longer-lived
aggregates are observed in experiments (VanBuren et al., 2002;
Schek et al., 2007; Mozziconacci et al., 2008). The unusual insta-
bility of the interdimer contacts suggests that these contacts
have a different structure from those in unconstrained protofila-
ments. This conformation is stabilized by the helical stathmin-
like domain (SLD) in the structure but is much less stable in the
absence of the RB3 complex. Furthermore, because a-tubulin
and b-tubulin are structurally very similar, it appears unlikely
that the interdimer contacts should behave so differently from
the intradimer contacts. In contrast the interdimer contacts in
the straight filaments remain very stable and have similar proper-
ties to the intradimer contacts.
Structure
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Taken together, all the above data show a good agreement
between the properties of the intradimer contacts from the two
initial states. Furthermore, the properties of the straight inter-
dimer contacts are also similar. This suggests that the unstable
interdimer contacts from the curved filaments are an artifact of
the limited sampling and should be disregarded. The good
agreement between the other contacts gives confidence in the
convergence of the remaining data.
Our simulations indicate that both GDP and GTP-bound
tubulin dimers and protofilaments in solution have a bent struc-
ture, with bending angles of 5–14, in a direction almost tangen-
tial to the MT wall. The conformations of the simulated dimers
and protofilaments resemble the RB3-SLD crystal structure
very closely, with a few additional longitudinal contacts required
for stability and a smaller helical pitch. Overall, two things may
contribute to the range of angles at the intermonomer interfaces:
(i) incomplete convergence, i.e., not all contacts have formed or
dissolved to the same degree in all interfaces; and (ii) plasticity in
structure elements of the intermediate domain. The different
conformations of the helices H6–H8 and the adjacent loops T3
and T7 can accommodate the same amino acid contacts at
different bending angles, whereas at the same time formation
or breaking of contact clusters lets the changes appear discrete.
A certain plasticity in these contacts is also expected from the
different curvatures seen in different aggregates, such as the
double-walled rings (Wang and Nogales, 2005).
Predicting the effects of nucleotide hydrolysis in simulations is
limited because of both the accessible sampling and by the
accuracy of the force field. These sampling limitations are
reflected in the incomplete convergence of the angle distribu-
tions and even more clearly in the artificial interdimer conforma-
tions in the curved trajectories. The advantage of the simulations
presented here is that they start from a straight structure postu-
lated to be the equilibrium structure of GTP-bound tubulin. Close
to an equilibrium state, the system would be expected to remain
stable, regardless of the limited sampling. Instead, the simula-
tions evolve to a curved structure. The second, implicit assump-
tion that the empirical force field is sensitive to the change in the
nucleotide state is not explicitly tested here. Although some
nucleotide-dependent changes have successfully modeled
with the charmm27 force field (e.g., Newstead et al., 2009; Grant
et al., 2010), further work should attempt to corroborate this
assumption and to confirm the effect of GMPCPP and the influ-
ence of the lateral contacts.
In summary the simulations described here show good
convergence between two initial states with no observable
differences between the mesoscopic properties of the contacts
in GTP and GDP-bound tubulin or the intradimer and interdimer
interfaces. Therefore, our results support the lattice model for
MT assembly.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Computational Methods
Three different system types were studied: (i) protofilaments, built from three
dimers starting in the straight conformation they would have in the MT lattice,
which is often assumed to be the conformation of GTP-bound tubulin; (ii)
dimers starting from the curved conformation of the RB3-SLD complex; and
(iii) protofilaments built from three dimers, starting from that curved structure.Structure 19,For each system type, simulations were performed with tubulin bound to both
GTP and GDP. Because no crystal structure for GTP-bound tubulin exists, this
state was constructed by inserting a g-phosphate into the molecule. The
details of each model are described below.
Straight Protofilaments
The structure obtained by Li et al. (2002) from docking the 1JFF structure into
MT images was used. Amino acids 35–60, which are not resolved in the 1JFF
structure, were taken from previous simulations described by Gebremichael
et al. (2008). The unstructured C-terminal chains are not included in the model.
It is not expected that these have an effect on longitudinal interactions or
mechanical properties of the protofilaments. Each a-tubulin contains a GTP
molecule and a Mg ion in the nucleotide pocket; the b-tubulin monomers
contain either a GDP molecule, as in the crystal structure, or a GTP molecule
and Mg ion, as in a-tubulin. The taxol molecule included in the 1JFF structure
has been removed.
Curved Dimers
The simulation setup for the bent dimers was obtained by removing the colchi-
cine molecule, the SLD of RB3, and one dimer from the 1SA0 crystal structure
(Ravelli et al., 2004). Several amino acids differ in the sequences of the two
crystal structures. To obtain equivalent systems, we have kept the backbone
configuration of these amino acids from the 1SA0 structure and substituted
the side chains from 1JFF. Initial states for both GDP andGTP-bound b-tubulin
were constructed as above.
Curved Protofilaments
Similarly, initial structures for curved protofilaments were prepared from the
1SA0 structure. To create a protofilament with three dimers, a third dimer
was added by replicating the contact between the two dimers in the crystal
structure. Again, starting structures for b-tubulin containing GTP and GDP
were generated.
Simulation Protocol
Simulations of tubulin dimers and protofilaments were performed using NAMD
2.7 (Phillips et al., 2005) and the charmm27 force field (MacKerell et al., 1998)
with CMAP corrections (Mackerell et al., 2004). Each initial protein structure
was solvated with at least 15 A˚ of TIP3p water (Jorgensen et al., 1983) using
the VMD solvate plugin (Humphrey et al., 1996).
The simulations of the dimers used a cubic box, whereas for the protofila-
ments a triclinic box was used, and filament rotation was prevented by a rota-
tional constraint on the central a-tubulin. It has been shown that with sufficient
solvation, this does not alter the dynamics of the system significantly (Wasse-
naar and Mark, 2006). Potassium chloride (KCl) was used as counter ions to
neutralize the system according to the physiological concentration of
140 mM. The solvated protofilament systems contain 260,000 atoms each;
the solvated dimer systems 270,000 atoms.
The simulations were performed at constant temperature and pressure with
periodic boundary conditions, using a Langevin thermostat and Langevin
piston barostat (Martyna et al., 1994; Feller et al., 1995). Nonbonded interac-
tions were cut off at 12 A˚ and had a switching function from 8 to 12 A˚. The
long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh
Ewald method (Darden et al., 1993), with a tolerance of 1.0 3 106. All
hydrogen bonds were constrained to the heavy atoms by the SHAKE algorithm
(Ryckaert et al., 1977), with a tolerance of 1.03 108, allowing simulation time
steps of 2 fs.
The system was equilibrated using an equilibration protocol similar to
previous simulations (Chu and Voth, 2005; Gebremichael et al., 2008). The
systems were heated over 6 ns from 50 to 310 K in 12 steps of 500 ps using
a smaller time step of 0.5 fs. Then the barostat was switched on and the system
relaxed for 10 ns. Finally, for each system five independent initial configura-
tions were generated by reassigning particle velocities. All simulations were
run for at least 100 ns because it was observed that most large-scale changes
in the contacts between monomers took place on timescales greater than
20–50 ns.
Analysis Details
An intrinsic coordinate system for each monomer is determined by fitting the
terminal domains of the straight filament structure to the terminal domains of
the respective monomer in the simulation trajectories. Only the terminal
domains are used because they have the same conformation in the two crystal409–417, March 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 415
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Intrinsic Bending of Microtubule Protofilamentsstructures. The monomer axis vector (v) is calculated from the centers of mass
of the first and lastmonomer in the straight structure. A second direction vector
(u) is defined in the plane perpendicular to v. In practice, u is defined from the
vector between two amino acids in the straight crystal structure.
This representation makes it easy to calculate the bending angle (q), the
angle between the directions v1 and v2 of two consecutive monomers, the
direction of the bending axis (a), and the ‘‘twist’’ angle (f) between the mono-
mers, i.e., the relative rotation of the monomers around their axis. f is the angle
between u1 and u2 that remains after a rotation by q about a.
The contact area between two monomers was estimated from subtracting
the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the two contacting monomers
from the total SASA of the two (individual) monomers.
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